A GDL Endorsement System for Reducing Motorcycle Driver Fatalities in the USA

A Person Interested in Obtaining a Motorcycle License

Private Schools and Off-Road Self-Study

Beginner and Motorcycle-Permit Courses

Conducted by State Subject Matter Experts

Test2ride*: Learner's Permit Level

Private Schools and Self-Practice

Motorcycle-License Training and Practice

Conducted by State Subject Matter Experts

Test2ride*: License Level

Private Schools and Self-Practice

Licensed Motorcycle Driver Informed Choices

Opt-In With Guidance

Opt-Out At Any Step

Trained, Experienced, and licensed may Opt-Out opt-in

*Test2ride includes both written and hands-on tests. The tests must be conducted by motorcycle subject matter experts who are state employees, or contractors under supervision of state employees. This test measures the current, that day, skill level of the applicant: Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced.